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Comment:   

Dr. Dave, could you tell us how you first got involved with the Richmond nest?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
Hello everyone!   

   

On Friday afternoon, Dr. Bryan Watts from the Center of Conservation Biology, called seeking 

advice on the health of the Richmond eaglets. I was informed that the adults had not been 

to the nest in over 24 hours and Brian was considering removing the chicks and fostering 

them into other nests. He asked if I was available to come to meet them and make sure 

the eaglets were doing OK.    

   

Comment:    
So how did the eaglets look when you first saw them on Friday?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
Well, here was the plan for Friday:   

   

While Dr. Watts was out flying looking for suitable nests, I prepared a med kit in order to give 

fluids and perform physical exams on the birds. While I usually have a stocked med kit in 

the car, I didn't have enough fluids for both eaglets as I was working from home that day. 

Luckily, my wife is an equine vet and was able to lend me some from her stocked vet 

truck! Martha and I headed down to the nest and met CCB biologists Libby Mojica and 

Mike Wilson and tree climber Rus Barth. While Rus was preparing to climb to remove 

the chicks, we all noted that the two adults were still in the area and obviously irritated by 

our presence. We even noted that one of the adults made a low nest flyover with legs 

extended but refused to land. Based on this new information, we all decided that 

permanently removing the eaglets from the nest was premature. Instead, the eaglets were 

temporarily removed to assess their health and to feed and administer fluids.    
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Comment:    
Did you find any wounds on the smaller eagle? We were all so worried about him.    

   

Comment:    
Hi Dr Dave! So even the smaller eaglet was doing ok, all things considered?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
No, both birds were in relatively good condition. On Friday, both birds were mildly dehydrated 

based on the strings of mucous found in the mouth. The smaller male eaglet was 

examined first and it was quiet, mild - moderated responsive attitude, and generally had a 

slumped posture. It had some muscle over the keel but was relatively under-conditioned 

for a four week old bird. When offered food, the male would not take fish from the tongs 

necessitating the food to be force fed directly into the crop. The larger female was a 

different story. She was in great body condition, feisty, alert, and easily took as much 

food as I offered directly from the tongs. No force feeding for that bird! On Saturday, the 

female reacted the same way as the day before however, there was a major improvement 

in the smaller male. The eaglet was more alert, inquisitive about its environment, and 

took fish from the tongs for the first several bites. I did have to force feed most of the 

meal however, it was clear that the fluids and food from the day before had a positive 

impact.   
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Comment:    
What did you think about the size difference between the two eaglets - relatively normal for a #1 

and #2?    

   

Comment:    
Were the Richmond eaglets about the same size as the "rock stars" from the Norfolk Botanical 

Garden?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
No, these birds were a little smaller and less developed than the Rock Star eaglets that were 

admitted to WCV last year. According to biologist Dr. Bryan Watts, the birds were not as 

developed as eaglets in other nests at this time of year.    

   

  
 

Comment:    
Our 19 special needs kids would like Dr. Dave to tell them the procedure for "hydrating" the 

eaglets ~~ how did he do that?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
That's a GREAT question! Because we were going to be feeding the eaglets after giving the 

fluids, we didn't want to put any fluids into the mouth. The next best place to give fluids 

in birds is under the skin where it is absorbed into the blood vessels really quickly. I used 

a small need connected to a tube which was connected to my syringe filled with 

appropriate fluids. I then delivered the fluids under the skin on the inner thighs where 

they made a little pocket. These fluids were absorbed from these pockets within the hour! 

  

Comment:   
Was the fish cooked? I thought I heard you say that on the video!    

   

Comment:    
Dr. Dave - did I hear it mentioned on the video that the fish was "cooked just right"? .Was the 

fish cooked and why when parents feed them raw fish.    

   

Dr. Dave:    
The birds were fed chopped chunks of shad (mud shad??) diligent prepared by CCB biologist 

and sushi master Mike Wilson.   
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And no, The fish was freshly filleted and kept on ice before the feeding. I didn't realize that our 

little feeding session was being filmed. I accidentally said "cooked" instead of "cut" and 

you all got to see the blooper reel! Just before the comment, Mike Wilson and I had been 

joking about how he's going to be a sushi chef for eagles :)    

   

Comment:     
The kids would like to know what the hydrating solution was ~~ just water or what other 

nutrients?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
I gave a fluid called Lactated Ringers Solution which is a fluid that is balanced (buffered) to be 

in the same state as the blood. These fluids can easily travel throughout the blood vessels 

and then travel through cell membranes to get into all the needed cells of the body. Some 

other kinds of fluids like to stay in the blood vessels where they affect blood pressure. As 

these eaglets were healthy, the later fluid type was not needed.    

   

Comment:    
How long were the eaglets out of the nest during the exam, feeding,etc?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
On Friday night, I had to perform physical exams, give fluids, and feed the eaglets which took 

about 25 minutes to do both birds. On Saturday, I only had to give fluids and food so the 

health exam took about 15 minutes for both.    

   

Comment:    
Have you ever gone up in a nest like that? What's the story with that tree-climber?    

   

Comment:    
Why didn't you climb the tree? LOL!    
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Comment:    
I wouldn't have climbed that tree either.    

   

Dr. Dave:    
THAT TREE CLIMBER WAS AMAZING!!!! For the first 75 feet, he ascended just using his 

arms and hip thrusts. Rus was both strong and skilled. I DEFINITELY don't have the 

skills to do what he did but for kicks, I might take a tree climbing course this fall. My 

only up-in-the-tree nest experience was re-nesting a baby great-horned owl. I got to the 

nest in a bucket truck!    

   

Comment:    
Dr Dave--Thank you for all you do. Children want to know what spooked the parents to stay 

away so long? We haven't been able to watch much lately. Thanks.    

   

Dr. Dave:    
That's a good question but I'm really not the best person to speculate on wild eagle behaviour. I 

also don't have a complete picture on what was happening in the nest, with the parents, 

with the camera, with the neighborhood, with the weather conditions, etc. etc. I'll have to 

defer the "Why" questions to Dr. Bryan Watts at the Center of Conservation Biology. 

He's the expert on wild eagle behaviours, I'm just the medicine guy :)    

   

Comment:    
So you went to the nest twice? And who helped you?    

   

Dr. Dave:    
On Friday night, my wife Martha accompanied me to the nest site to hold the eaglets will I 

performed physical exams, administered fluids under the skin, and fed the eaglets. On 

Saturday, friends and falconers Dr. and Mr. Eva and Andrew King joined me to perform 

the same task.    

   

  
 

Comment:    
Were the eaglets vocal about being removed and handled by humans?    

   

Comment:    
Were the eaglets vocalizing?    
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Dr. Dave:    
Oh yes! These are wild eagles and certainly not used to being held, being poked, and being 

manipulated. They were generally quite when not being handled, preferring to lie down 

and blend in with the background.    

   

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:    
Okay everyone, I think Dr. Dave needs to get back to work ... Mondays are always extra hectic 

here! Lots of questions coming in, but as Dr. Dave said, we do need to defer some of 

those eagle-behavior "why" questions to the CCB. We just wanted to give Dr. Dave the 

chance to tell you first-hand about his Richmond-eaglet experience.    

   

Dr. Dave:    
It really was a great experience helping with the Richmond eaglets. Given all the possible 

outcomes, this really was the best ending possible. The adults are back and feeding the 

chicks, CCB biologists will continue to monitor to make sure that the birds are acting in a 

normal manner, and we've all got to learn from this family and be part of its development 

for a short time.   

It is always rewarding working with colleagues in the wildlife field and collaborating on projects 

and responses to ensure that wildlife health is coordinated. Despite the cam being taken 

away earlier than expected, I'd say this was a very successful project.    

   

  
 

Comment:    
Thank you Dr. Dave for doing what you did over the weekend and everyone is wishing the very 

best for the Richmond nest! You all do amazing work.    
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